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In an effort to expand the vision of what good science teaching looks like for students at UCI and SNU, Dr. Kang and I facilitated two meetings of our respective methods courses in the fall. We wanted to provide our students with an opportunity to build community, see what instruction looks like in another country, and share and refine lesson plan ideas with feedback from new perspectives. It took a little coordination to come up with a time, just in time for breakfast in Korea and dinner on the west coast of the US.

In our first meeting, we focused on building community together, and thinking about how we build community and create safe spaces with our own K-12 students. We used a book called HeartSpace and we engaged in a number of community builders in small groups composed of UCI and SNU students. One such activity was “the peacetime plan” where students were asked to reflect on a time when conflict arose, and things became better after it was resolved, as a way to learn how to navigate conflicts in the classroom. Students shared ideas and came up with plans of when and how they might use this activity with their own students to address conflict and complex issues that may arise in the classroom (the image below reflects some thoughts from the students).
For the second meeting, having gotten to know each other a little better, we wanted to focus on science instruction, and students from each institution had an opportunity to teach a small lesson segment they had planned to their partners from the other institution. The students really enjoyed this activity, and had great feedback to each other. Importantly, through trying to learn and teach across cultures and languages, the UCI students became more aware of challenges many of their own multilingual students face in classrooms, where English may not be their first language. The CalTeach students gained a deeper appreciation of being in a classroom where the teacher may not speak your primary language, and the value of having many representations of information and student interactions and supports to facilitate student learning. The SNU students appreciated the phenomenon focused approach of the CalTeach students, that was grounded in helping their own students make sense of the science in the world around them (Below are some of the questions and wonderings of the SNU students after the meeting). This cross-cultural learning activities reaffirms the power of diversity in facilitating deep learning by providing opportunities for students in both countries to notice, wonder, and challenge what they have taken for granted as norms. On the whole this was an amazing learning experience which the students really appreciated.